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If you have some OC shinobi not from the Leaf Village and would like to see them in an alternate
storyline, this is the page for you.
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1 - Characters Welcome

I am beginning to write a series of fanfictions that is likely to include the Chunin Exams as well as
several large-group fight scenes. The series will develop as an alternate storyline to the events of Part 2.
With these things in mind, I do not want to use only official characters. As such, if you have any OC's
that you would like me to write into a story, please notify me.

I will not be able to use all of the OC's that are offered. I have my own standards for the kind of
characters I use and the character has to be very good for me to make an exception. Even so, I still may
have to make minor changes to the OC's to fit them in the stories. For this reason, I will soon be
providing a sample profile page which will help me better judge the character's potential. Following this
profile will improve the character's chances of being selected, but it will likely have to be given to me as
a link to a profile or story. Below are a few other conditions you need to consider before offering an OC.

*The character can not be too closely connected to any of the cannonical characters. They may be in the
same clan but no more closely related than cousins. (This means no marriages, long lost siblings, or
long lost friends. Sorry.)

*No next generation characters. These stories will take place soon after the timeskip.

*No all-powerful characters. These characters are no fun to work with and are unfair to other people's
OC's. I would also prefer only a limited number of demons or half-demons or demon-hosts. These will
have to be particularly flexible if I am to use them, and cannot be tailed-beast related.

Note: For the purpose of the story, I may have to make some characters lose in fights or make minor
changes to the character. If I am forced to do this, I will first consult the OC's creator. I will now state that
I will do what I can to maintain the integrity of every character I select.

If you would like to see some of my work before deciding to offer an OC, you can read my newest
fanfic,Flower of Fire: A New Shinobi Appears  by allowing mild violence.

If you are an author and would like to collaborate with me on this, at least as far as character creation,
please feel free to let me know.



2 - Sample Profile

This is for anyone who wishes for me to use one or more of their OC's in a story (or for anyone who just
wants a good profile setup). If you want me to use the OC, please keep in mind that I will still likely have
to make minor adjustments, this just helps me get a better understanding of the character.

Name: (Character’s surname and first name, in that order.)
Age: (Character’s age in years.)
Gender: (Whether the character is male or female) (Duh!)
DOB: (Character’s date of birth)
Sign: (Character’s sign in the standard zodiac; ex: Leo, Scorpio, etc.)

Village: (The village where the character was originally trained, whether or not he/she is currently a part
of that village.)
Rank: (The character’s ninja rank)
Clan: (The clan that the character belongs to, optional. If it is an original clan (one you created), please
include a description of the clan and something of its history.)
Family: (Names of the character’s significant relatives.)
Sensei: (Name of character’s squad leader or other significant teacher. May be more than one.)
Squadmates: (Names of the character’s teammates, if applicable.)
Partner: (Any animal partner that fights alongside the character. Also any type of animal, such as
Shino’s “bugs”, or any puppets. Only if applicable.)
Squad Specialty: (Type of missions the squad is best suited for. Ex: Tracking, Espionage, Close
Combat, etc.)

Personality: (A paragraph describing how the character interacts with other characters and situations.
Include the character’s thoughts and opinions.)

Habits: (Character’s likes and dislikes, where the character is most often found, any unique habits the
character possesses, etc.)

History: (One to three paragraphs about the character’s personal history, especially any significant
events.)

Statistics (Ranked as poor, low, average, above average, and high.)
--Genjutsu: (Skill with producing, using, or countering jutsu that affect the target’s chakra network to
create an illusion.)
--Ninjutsu: (Skill with other chakra based abilities such as using elemental jutsu and summoning.)
--Taijutsu: (Skill in techniques that use the body and stamina rather than chakra.)
--Intelligence: (Character’s intellectual or reasoning ability.)
--Speed: (Character’s speed of movement, agility, reflexes, and flexibility.)
--Strength: (Power for taijutsu, can be purely muscle or a combination of muscle and chakra.)
--Endurance: (Character’s will and energy over time.)



Technical Skills (Character has a high degree of skill in the field specified.)
--Close Combat: (Any style of taijutsu the character uses and/or any melee weapons he/she is proficient
with.)
--Ranging: (Any weapon skill that allows attacking from a distance, primarily different types of shuriken
and senbon.)
--Special Tools: (Special tools the character is skilled at using. Ex: paper bombs, flash bombs, smoke
bombs, etc.)

Special Ability: (Any special ability the character possesses, whether as a kekkei-genkai or an
individually developed technique, such as Kiba’s sense of smell. This is also where you would describe
the character’s demon if he/she possesses one.)
Combat Style: (Description of how the character fights in most situations.)
Frequent Jutsu: (Jutsu commonly used by the character for combat or other tasks.)
Signature: (Name of the character’s personal signature jutsu or technique, such as Neji’s Eight
Trigrams 64 Palms or Shikamaru’s Shadow Possession Jutsu. This is also where you should include
the character’s summoning jutsu if he/she has one.)

Appearance (Look of the character)
--Physical: (Detailed description of the character’s physical traits. These include but are not limited to:
hair length, style, and color; color and type of eyes (piercing, shifty, knowing, etc.); skin color; body type
(lean, heavy, muscular, etc.); height; identifying marks such as scars)
--Clothing: (Detailed description of character’s clothes.)
--Weapons: (Detailed description of any weapons the character keeps visible. This includes anything
used to hold weapons, such as shuriken holsters and scroll pouches.)
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